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ABSTRACT
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The walls are permitted to displace to a specific amount in the seismic designing of
the retaining walls using the limited displacement methods. As a result, the dynamic
pressure of the earthquake on the retaining walls decreases compared to the case in
which the wall is not allowed to move. The purpose of this paper is calculating the
coefficients of the Richards and Elms equations in seismic designing of retaining
walls, so that they can be applied in seismic provisions of Iran. Since this method
requires determining the Aa and Av coefficients, the records with the magnitude of
higher than 5.5 were selected among the three-component records of the
accelerograph network of the country. The baseline correction and filtering of
all accelerograms have been conducted using SeismoSignal V.3.2.0 software. From
a total of 426 records, a set of 142 records were selected with a distance to
the epicenter less than 60 km and peak ground acceleration of more than 0.05 g
(50 cm/sec2). Since the results could be used in Iranian code, the macrozonation of
Aa and Av has been done throughout the country. Depending on the location of
the accelerograph, the related records have been normalized according to the
acceleration coefficients of the zone plan. Finally, a zoning map of Aa and Av
is proposed. Using this map and determining the permitted displacement, the
designers can achieve the horizontal seismic coefficients for designing of retaining
walls.
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1. Introduction

A retaining structure subjected to earthquake
motion will vibrate with the backfill soil and the wall
can easily move from the original position due to an
earthquake. The pseudo-static methods cannot
determine the maximum structure displacement.
Therefore, many displacement methods have been
presented independently or as various developed
versions of the pseudo-static methods. In these meth-
ods, mostly based on the Newmark's sliding-block
theory, the expected permitted displacement in the
sliding soil mass is developed as a function of the soil
mass critical acceleration and the seismic records

parameters [1]. As shown in Figure 1 [2], Richards
and Elms [3] have taken into consideration the
wall inertia effect and concluded that there is some
lateral movement of the wall even for mild earth-
quakes. It must be noted that the total displacement
of a gravity retaining wall due to an earthquake does
not all occur at once, but rather as a series of smaller
displacement; provided, of course, that liquefaction
conditions do not occur [4]. Using the M-O method
and the Newmark's sliding-block analogy, Richards
and Elms proposed a displacement-controlled method
that incorporates basic ground motion parameters
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(maximum acceleration and maximum velocity) and
reduces the seismic soil pressure based on the
acceptable amount of the wall movement.

In the Richards and Elms' [3] suggested method,
it is supposed that the wall is permitted to displace to
some specific extent, which in turn leads to decrease
of horizontal acceleration coefficient, ,hk  and as a
result to decrease of pseudo-static forces exerted on
the wall. They suggested Eq. (1) for computing the
horizontal acceleration coefficient .hk
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where a A  and v A  are effective acceleration coeffi-
cient and d is the permitted displacement in  inches.

a A  and v A  have no obvious physical definitions.
They have been proposed in building manuals deter-
mined by the ATC (Applied Technology Council,
1978). The effective peak acceleration coefficient,

,a A  is numerically equal to the EPA when expressed
as decimal fraction of gravity (i.e., a A = 0.2 when
EPA = 0.2g). The effective peak velocity-related
acceleration coefficient, ,v A  is numerically equal
to EPV/30 when the EPV is expressed in in/sec
(i.e., v A = 0.2 when EPV = 6 in/sec). Note that v A
is an acceleration coefficient, even though it is
obtained from the spectra velocity; it provides a
useful measure of the longer-period (low-frequency)
components of a ground motion.

Figure 1. Incremental failures by base sliding [2].

The NEHRP Provisions use the effective peak
acceleration (EPA) and effective peak velocity
(EPV) to describe ground motions. These parameters
can be thought of as normalizing factors for the
development of smooth response spectra. The EPA
was defined as the average spectral acceleration over
the period range 0.1 to 0.5 sec divided by 2.5 (the
standard amplification factor for a 5% damping
spectrum), and the EPV was defined as the average
spectral velocity at a period of 1 sec divided by 2.5.
The process of averaging the spectral acceleration
and velocities over a range of periods minimizes the
influence of local spikes in the response spectrum
on the EPA and EPV. The NEHRP provisions
contain maps, based on probabilistic seismic hazard
analyses with a 10% probability of exceeding in a
50-year period.

To apply the Richards and Elms [3] method in
Iran, the a A  and v A  coefficients must be computed
for the whole areas. According to the Iranian seis-
mic building code, the acceleration coefficient as the
design base is defined in specified seismic zone
(Through the probabilistic seismic hazard analysis
method and considering an earthquake probability of
less than 10%, in a 50-year period). Therefore, it is
more practical to define the computed coefficients in
those seismic zones.

2. Records Selection

In order to accelograph analysis, the earthquake
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records with magnitude of higher than 5.5 were se-
lected among the three-component records available
on the country's accelerograph network (Building
and Housing Research Center). The number of such
recorded earthquakes in various organizations in-
cluding the NEIC, ISC, IIEES, IGTU, and BHRC
from 7th March 1976 to 1st December 2007 was 427
in total.

Local site conditions may affect important char-
acteristics of the strong motions such as amplitude,
frequency content and duration. Researches and
the experiences of the previous earthquakes show
that in the near fault zones, the changes in surface
seismic characteristics are mostly independent on
the site conditions, as the main reason of the changes
is the orientation and direction of the wave propaga-
tion. Generally in zoning procedure, the sites are
classified according to their distances from earth-

quake epicenter i.e. “near-field”, and “far-field”.
There are contraries among the researchers on the
definition of epicenter. There are proposals by some
researchers based on past earthquakes, thus it seems
the 50 km epicenter distance may be accepted as
the distinctive boundary between two fields [5].

Since the main purpose of this research is zoning
of the a A  and v A quantities for the country, param-
eters such as frequency content and predominant
period, together with PGA values are effective in
selecting the accelerograph. We attempted to select
the most effective and the strongest records in se-
lected zones; therefore, 142 records were selected
throughout  the totally 427 records, with epicenter
distances less than 60 km and the PGA higher than
0.05 m/s2. The PGA values presented in Table (1)
show the largest peak acceleration among the three
components.

Table 1. Information of the selected stations and the result of the calculated Aa and Av for different points.
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Table 1. Information of the selected stations and the result of the calculated Aa and Av for different points.
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Table 1. Information of the selected stations and the result of the calculated Aa and Av for different points.

Error in baseline of accelerograph records,
particularly when they are achieved by analogue
devices is expected. The errors lay generally in
frequency range of higher than 20 Hz and lower
than 0.5 Hz where they must be corrected as much
as possible. The high frequency error may affect the
estimate of maximum acceleration in high period
range. However, the low frequency error may affect
time-series of velocity and displacement achieved
throughout the integration. Figure (2) shows the
effect of aforementioned two error samples on the
main waves.

High and low error frequency selection is a cause
of omission of the earthquake real physical waves
from the accelerograph during processing operations
or it may delete the high and low frequency errors
totally from the accelerograph. In both cases, the
context value of the accelerograph reduces and the

resulted accelerograph does not show the real mo-
tion of the earth, anymore. In fact, in this way, we
choose to have data in a limited frequency and with a
specific preciseness rather than in higher and lower
frequencies that increases the possibility of the great
errors.

There are two predominate and common meth-
ods to correct the accelerograph records: signal to
noise (S/N) and the Fourier standard shape. Although
the S/N signaling method is useful, its results are
severely subordinate to selection of the signal and
noise windows.

When it is difficult to distinguish signal and
noise, applying the S/N method is not practical; also,
difference in windows length leads to various spec-
trum characteristics between signal and noise. Any
change in one of them changes the S/N relatively.
Therefore, the achieved results would not be reliable
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Figure 2. Two error samples' effecting the main waves.

all over the frequency limits. At the same time, the
noise window must be selected in pre-event section,
to be acceptable.

It is not possible actually for the records regis-
tered by the analogue systems and by the far seismic
accelerograph (with regard to the pre-event memory
time). In cases of short time-lag to P wave arrival; it
is not possible to have an appropriate noise window.
As S/N method contains limitations depend on the
earthquake distance, the seism duration and the noise
level, in this research, the Fourier standard shape
has been used to determine the filtered frequencies.

In theoretical shape of the far field Fourier accel-
eration spectrum, a 2ω  increase is expected in the
region below the 'corner frequency' )( cf  and a
decaying shape at high frequencies beyond the
'maximum frequency' )( maxf  with a plateau in
between. Relatively constant amplitude of the FFT
spectrum at frequencies lower than cf  or at frequen-

cies beyond maxf  is generally an indication of large
low or high-frequency noise, respectively. At the
beginning of the ascending section and at the end of
the descending section, the spectrum range is more
or less the same. They show the low and high noise
frequency, respectively, and specify the high and
low limits of the filter ].,[ LPHP FF  After filtering and
appearance of the velocity and displacement time
series, the filter reliability is evaluated to be sure
about the results correctness at this stage.

In this research, the same processing program
is used for all the applied data. Although some
accelerograph records have been registered by the
analogue devices and their processing is too compli-
cated, they were digitized earlier in the accelerograph
network of the Building and Housing Research
Center and all files were V1 files which were
digitized and corrected, using the related units.
Therefore, processing were exactly the same.

The available digital accelerograph records were
processed using Seismo Signal V3.2.0 software and
the fourth order middling Butterworth filter. This
software has some instructions for various operations
error, such as: correcting the baseline and displace-
ment throughout the integration of the corrected
accelerograph and calculating Fourier and response
spectrum.

3. Accelerographs' Record Processing

Digitization is the first step of the analog
accelerograph using procedure. Each record is
converted into appropriate (.tif) image files using an
A4 scanner. The scanning resolution is determined
based on studying the record spectrum containing
300, 600 and 1200 dpi. At the second stage of the
digitization, the (.tif) raster files are converted to
vector format using the Kinemetrics Scan View
software (KINEMETRICS, 1990). The procedure
involves record selection, baseline determination
(usually a fixed trace) and correction. Data process-
ing relates to the generation of the corrected data out
of the processing the digitized records. Each digitized
record is processed through considering the record-
ing instrument parameters. The original data are
produced and usually referred to as V1 files.

The baseline correction is the first correction
usually applied in the digitized records. Baseline
errors are mostly due to the film deformation and
other similar recording problems, which result in low
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frequency noise. Generally, a small shift in the
accelerograph's waveform baseline produces a false
linear trend in the velocity's waveform baseline and
a second order term trend in displacement. A simple
technique to overcome this problem is its subtraction
from the acceleration waveforms of a straight line
calculated by the least squares method.

The errors may affect the records and must be
corrected or at least suppressed, especially when they
appeared from the analogue instruments as the most
prominent in the high frequency (20Hz) and low
frequency (0.5Hz) ranges. In order to correct the
short and long period errors, the accelerograph
records' time-series are often filtered. Many differ-
ent types of filter have been used to filter the records
such as Ormsby filters, frequency-domain filters,
elliptical  filters and Butterworth filters. Filtering
will overcome the errors in the stop bands; however,
it ignores any ground motions within the time series
and hence outside the pass band the corrected
accelerogram can no longer be expected to ad-
equately represent the true ground motion. Of course,
usually, the stop bands adopted are outside the range
of engineering interest. The choice of the low-
frequency cut-off often has a considerable effect on
long-period time-domain parameters such as peak
ground velocity (PGV) and peak ground displacement
(PGD). Hence, such parameters are associated with
much uncertainty unless these cut-off frequencies
were selected carefully. It should be noted that low
frequency seismic waves have a great contribution
in the reaction of high buildings and huge construc-
tions such as bridges and dams. Therefore, they are
of great importance for engineering seismology.

Various software have been used in digital seis-
mology, including SeismoSignal which provides an
easy and efficient way of processing seismic data
and deriving a number of parameters often required
by seismologists and earthquake engineers. We have
decided to use this program in set different filter
configurations and to evaluate the obtained seismic
parameters.

Estimation of the Fast Fourier Transformation is
the next step of the uncorrected data processing, for
the frequencies up to 30 Hz. In theoretical shape
of the far field Fourier acceleration spectrum, a 2ω
increase is expected in the region below the 'corner
frequency' )( cf  and a decaying shape at high

frequencies beyond the 'maximum frequency' )( maxf
with a plateau in between. Relatively constant
amplitude of the FFT spectrum at frequencies lower
than cf  or at frequencies beyond maxf  is generally
an indication of large low or high frequency noise,
respectively. The fast Fourier transformation (FFT)
is computed in SeismoSignal. The reliable frequency
band is determined and checked for the spectrum
shape. Band pass filtering allows signals within a given
frequency range (FHP to FLP ) bandwidth to pass
through. The band pass is filtered with a Butterworth
filter of order 4. Butterworth filter is chosen since it
has a fairly sharp transition from pass band to stop
band, and it has a moderate group delay response.
Applying the previously calculated filters, we obtained
the corrected data usually referred to V2 files.

4. Determining Aa and Av for Seismic Zones of
Iran

The purpose of this research is determining
coefficients applicable in Iranian building code.
According to this code, seismic hazard predicting is
derived from specified seismic zones (through
probable seismic hazard analyses and considering a
10% occurring probability in a 50-year period). It is
attempted to study geo-structure characteristics,
earthquake co-acceleration maps, the importance of
cities and population density in such way. Therefore,
depending on the different areas, the related design
acceleration coefficients have been normalized [6].

Regarding the earthquake parameters (duration,
frequency content etc.) affecting the a A  and v A
values, zoning should be conducted, thus the earth-
quake with the same nature set in the same area.
There are three active seismic zones in Iran: Alborz,
Zagros, and central Iran, see Figure (3) [7]. Accord-
ing to the Iran zoning based on the four areas, zoning
of a A  and v A  have been conducted in eight zones
including:
1. Alborz with design acceleration of 0.35g;
2. Alborz with design acceleration of 0.30g;
3. Zagros with design acceleration of 0.35g;
4. Zagros with design acceleration of 0.30g;
5. Zagros with design acceleration of 0.25g;
6. Central Iran with design accelerationof 0.35g
7. Central Iran with design acceleration of 0.30g;

and
8. Central Iran with design acceleration of 0.25g.
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Figure 3. Major active faults of Iran [7].

The exact location of the epicenters has been
specified in all provinces to normalize records using
the BHRC website maps [8].

The other problem which must be observed is
that the structure conditions are considered naturally
in accelerometery; because for each point, the ac-
celerometer of the same point or its surrounding is
applied. In other words, it just compares the accel-
erations values without any change in frequency con-
tent and accelerometer's sustainment period.

Then applying the zoning map, see Figure (4) [8],
and the seismic coefficient tables of the Manual
2800, we achieved the base acceleration values for
each point of the design.

Finally, the coefficients achieved from Eq. (2)
for each calculation point, were applied in each

accelerometer to normalize data

Revisory Coefficient =
                       Design Acceleration                    (2)
             Maximum Amount of Acceleration

The next step of specifying a A  and v A  coeffi-
cients is computing the acceleration and velocity
spectra of all records (response spectra with one
degree freedom for damping values of 5%).
SeismoSignal software with reception of the record
as an input file provides useful information about
acceleration and velocity spectra. Calculating the
response spectra, the data are transmitted to Excel
program and the EPA and EPV are achieved based
on the ATC (Applied Technology Council, 1978)
suggested definitions. The Eq. (1) have been applied
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Figure 4. Seismic macrozonation hazard map of Iran [8].

in this regard where the EPA is a g coefficient and
EPV is dimensioned in in/sec. Changing the value of
calculated EPV in cm/sec; v A  would be evaluated
as:

3937.0)sec(
30

)sec(
30

×==        cmEPVinEPVAv             (3)

Table (1) represents the selected station infor-
mation and the result of the calculated values of the

a A  and .v A
Comparison between the suggested filter values

in this paper with those presented in other references
in Iranian records, for example those recorded in 1993
to 2004 in reference No. 5 shows more or less the
same result.

Whereas, there are just a few records in Alborz
and Zagros with design acceleration of 0.35 g; some
records from the same zones but with 0.30 g design

acceleration were selected and normalized, to the
base acceleration of 0.35 g. Figure (5) shows the
suggested zoning results.

The hk  Eq. (1) is simplified as Eq. (4) where d is
in cm.

4
1−

= dGk  h                                                        (4)

The values of “G ” and the seismic coefficients
( a A  and v A ) for selected Iran's seismic zones are
shown in Table (2).

5. Determination of Allowable Displacements

The acceptable and maximum levels of the per-
manent ground displacements established based on
the Owner's minimum performance expectation for
the retaining wall should be revised. The tolerable
seismically induced displacement depends on the
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Figure 5. Zoning map of the seismic coefficient “G” suggested for Iran.

 Alborz Alborz Zagros Zagros Zagros Central Plateau 
of Iran 

Central Plateau 
of Iran 

Central Plateau 
of Iran 

Design Acceleration 0.35 g 0.30 g 0.35 g 0.30 g 0.25 g 0.35 g 0.30 g 0.25 g 
Area 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Aa 0.35 0.30 0.35 0.30 0.25 0.35 0.30 0.25 
Av 0.25 0.20 0.20 0.15 0.10 0.35 0.30 0.25 
G 0.19 0.15 0.17 0.13 0.09 0.23 0.19 0.15 

 

Table 2. Seismic coefficient values suggested for Iranian zones.

wall type and the serviceability of the wall provided.
It should be noted that the Eq. (1) may not be used
for displacements of less than 25 mm (1 inch) or
greater than approximately 200 mm (8 inches). In
general, typical practice among states located in
seismically active areas is to design walls for reduced
seismic pressure corresponding to 50 to 100 mm (2
to 4 inches) of displacement [9]. However, the amount
of tolerable deformation depends on the nature of
the wall and what it supports, as well as what is in
front of the wall [10].

6. Conclusions
The aim of this research is to calculate the Rich-

ard and Elms' coefficients, so that the equation
becomes applicable in Iran's seismic conditions. For
this purpose, among the three-component records of
the country's accelerometery network (BHRC) those
with values higher than 5.5 (were selected dn = 427).
They have been recorded in various stations from
1975/7/3 to 2007/1/12.

For all data, processing program was applied. The
digital accelerometer processing was conducted
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using SeismoSignal V.3.2.0. Since other factors such
as frequency content, the predominant period and
P.G.A. are effective in calculation of a A  and v A  most
effective and strongest records of each zone were
selected as statistical data. Those records in focal
distance of below 60 km and acceleration peak
above 0.05 g (50 cm/sec2) and with low limit fre-
quency of ( fHP < 1.0) were screened from 427
records. Finally, 142 records were confirmed and
selected; then amending baseline and filtering all
accelerograms were conducted.

Zoning of code was conducted to the zonation
map of a A  and .v A  After processing the accelero-
grams with regard to the zoning map, they were
normalized to the area's acceleration coefficients,
depending on different zones.

Using the seismic coefficients or the “G ” value
for Iran and selecting an appropriate allowable
displacement, kh can be determined by the Richard
and Elms [3] formula.
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